JOINT MASTERS AND RELATED QUALIFICATIONS

Master in International Affairs and Diplomacy online
This programme is perfectly suited to develop essential knowledge for comprehending international affairs, as well as strengthening capacities in the practice of diplomacy.

M.S. in Human Rights and Diplomacy face-to-face
The only Human Rights and Diplomacy programme in the world, converging human rights laws, politics, institutions, their history and their philosophical foundations.

Master in Int’l Humanitarian Cooperation and Ext’l Relations face-to-face
This program offers unique competences in any relevant fields of Humanitarian Cooperation and unique competences in regional administrations of external relations.

Executive Diploma in Diplomatic Practice online
This upcoming programme prepares diplomats and other actors to excel creating effective solutions at the international level and scaling contemporary challenges.

Executive Diploma in Business Leadership and International Affairs blended
The Executive Diploma in Business Leadership offers sought-after skills for leaders of the public and private sectors to solve complex challenges at every level of governance.

Executive Diploma on Int’l Law In the 21st Century online
A deep dive into cutting-edge legal topics such as Public Int’l Law, Law of the Sea, Int’l Humanitarian Law, and Cyber Warfare.

Executive Diploma on Int’l Law for Honorary Consuls online
Honorary consuls have an important part to play in int’l politics. This online executive course trains engaged or seeking to engage in such appointments.

M.A. in Development Studies and Diplomacy online
Students analyse the different dimensions of development, as well as the theory and practice of diplomacy in the 21st century.

Master in Public Administration face-to-face
The Master equips students with all the theoretical knowledge and practical expertise required to become sought-after professionals of public administration.

M.A. in Multilateral Diplomacy face-to-face
This MA trains highly skilled professionals to understand multilateral processes and intricate UN intergovernmental platformspractical capacity building.

Professional Diploma: International Leaders Programme online
The Professional Diploma provides the key analytical and practical tools to retain and build international influence in specific areas of foreign policy.

Online Diploma in Multilateral Diplomacy online
A unique opportunity for students and professionals to expand their knowledge on international affairs and multilateral diplomacy.